
An ENTIRE BACKPACK
in ONE APP!
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt’s premium educational content is now available via the 

Kno™ eTextbook platform and can be accessed from a variety of mobile devices and 

computers. Each Kno eTextbook is enhanced with interactive features and social sharing 

tools that meet today’s connected students wherever they are ready to learn.

Enhanced Digital Content
Provides up-to-date, real-world examples and allows for more  
in-depth research and comprehension.

Search
Allows students to locate ideas and concepts across multiple titles, 
building efficiencies and maximizing “time on task.”

Highlighting, Journal, and Note-Taking
Offers the opportunity to create a personalized learning environment 
for each and every student.

Social Sharing
Encourages collaboration and differentiated instruction between  
educators and students.

Interactive Video, Smart Links, and 3D Models
Create a dynamic learning environment that engages students  
at all levels and learning styles and empowers teachers and  
students to customize learning.

Student Learning Tools
Interactive glossary, Flashcards, and Quiz Me features empower  
students with the information they need to manage their learning  
and monitor progress.

Kno Me Learning Analytics
Allows students to track their learning behaviors in each  
Kno eTextbook they use. They can even opt to share and compare  
their stats with classmates.

Cross-Platform Availability
The Kno app is available across all major devices and operating 
systems, including iPad®, Android™, Windows® 7, and Windows 8. 

Key Features
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Kno eTextbooks are available for the following subjects:

Math
GO Math!™ (K –8, including Accelerated 7)
Holt McDougal Mathematics
Holt McDougal Larson Pre-Algebra, Algebra, Geometry, and Algebra 2
Holt McDougal Algebra 1, Geometry, and Algebra 2
Explorations in Core Math Algebra 1, Geometry, and Algebra 2
Holt McDougal Algebra 1 ACE
Math Expressions  

Reading, Literature, and Language Arts
Write Source® 
Holt McDougal Literature
Journeys
On Our Way to English®

Science 
ScienceFusion*
Earth Science
Modern Chemistry
Physics 
Holt McDougal Biology

World Languages 
¡Avancemos!
Bien dit!®

Discovering French Today!

*ScienceFusion modules are $9.49

For information about our six-year institutional purchase, 

a full listing of Kno eTextbook offerings, or to order, call

800.225.5425 or visit hmhco.com/kno

Each title is just $16.99 
 per student per year Also available

as a 6-year purchase
for schools
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